
 
 
 

**MEDIA ALERT** 
 

CRAZY… BUT THAT’S HOW IT GOES –  
TRAVEL CHANNEL PRESENTS A HILARIOUSLY UNCONVENTIONAL ‘PORTALS TO HELL’ WATCH PARTY, 

FEATURING JACK OSBOURNE AND HIS ROCK ‘N’ ROLL PARENTS OZZY AND SHARON OSBOURNE  
 

Take a Seat on the Couch With the Legendary Couple as They Watch an Episode of the  
Paranormal-Investigative Series Hosted by Jack Osbourne and Katrina Weidman  

 
Special One-Hour Event Premieres Thursday, April 30 at 8 p.m. ET/PT 

 

 
Ozzy and Sharon Osbourne (left) watch an episode of Travel Channel’s spooky series “Portals to Hell,” hosted by son Jack Osbourne  

and Katrina Weidman (right) 

 
With a moniker like “Prince of Darkness,” legendary rocker Ozzy Osbourne has long been known for 
straddling the dark side. When it comes to ghosts and the supernatural – which son Jack brazenly 
investigates in the Travel Channel series “Portals to Hell” – what do the “Paranoid” singer and his wife, 
“The Talk” co-host Sharon Osbourne, really think? In an unforgettable event, Ozzy and Sharon sit down 
together to watch an episode of the hit show, as Jack and his fellow co-host, Katrina Weidman, join the 
candid, unfiltered fun. The special one-hour “Portals to Hell – Watching With the Osbournes” event 
will air on Thursday, April 30 at 8 p.m. ET/PT, ahead of an all-new episode of the series at 10 p.m. 
ET/PT. 
 
While in self-isolation, Ozzy and Sharon are catching up on the latest episodes of “Portals to Hell,” a 
paranormal-investigative series that follows Jack and Katrina as they explore America’s most haunted 
and sinister locations, in search of irrefutable evidence that a spirit world exists. From the comfort of 
their couch, Ozzy and Sharon watch the duo’s terrifying investigation of the Shanghai Tunnels in 
Portland, Oregon, while Jack, maintaining social distance practices, joins them from his own home. 
What does the couple, known for humorous candor, make of Jack’s work and the paranormal … are 
they believers or skeptics? Will they be anxious parents watching their son step into uncharted 



territory? Or cheer him on to take down the demon? Throughout the show, Jack and Katrina share 
exclusive anecdotes from their eerie investigation. It’s a watch party like you’ve never seen before! 
 
“This is a time to hunker down with loved ones and catch up on your favorite TV shows, and we’re 
giving viewers the rare chance to join a family viewing party with the Osbournes,” said Matthew Butler, 
general manager, Travel Channel. “Fans often wonder what Ozzy and Sharon think about ‘Portals to 
Hell,’ and whether they are believers of the paranormal. Who better to speak to that than the royal 
rock couple themselves, in the humorously frank way we’ve come to know and love.” 
 
Photos: https://spaces.hightail.com/receive/wunv01rjMU  
 
“Portals to Hell – Watching With the Osbournes” premieres on Thursday, April 30 at 8 p.m. ET/PT on 
Travel Channel 
 
A new episode of “Portals to Hell” airs later that night – Thursday, April 30 at 10 p.m. ET/PT: 
 

“Iron Island”  
Jack Osbourne and Katrina Weidman head to snowy Buffalo, New York, to investigate a former 
church and funeral home rumored to house two portals. The owners believe evil spirits are 
terrorizing the good spirits residing within the century-old building. 

 
About “Portals to Hell” 
Descend into all-new eerie encounters when Travel Channel’s hit series, “Portals to Hell,” returns with 
a brand-new season. Avid paranormal investigators Jack Osbourne and Katrina Weidman resume their 
chilling journey to historically haunted locations in the United States, confronting sinister stories of the 
supernatural as they seek concrete evidence that a spirit world exists. In each episode, Osbourne and 
Weidman dive headfirst into a site, examining unusual incidents while utilizing specialized technology 
and a network of experts to help document and uncover the truth. [Hour-long episodes] 
 
Visit TravelChannel.com/PortalstoHell for special show extras, including behind-the-scenes videos and 
photos. Follow @TravelChannel and #PortalsToHell on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram for exclusive 
content and the latest updates. Follow @JackOsbourne on Twitter and Instagram. Follow 
@KatrinaWeidman on Twitter and Instagram. 
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Media Contacts:  
For Travel Channel: 
Stephanie Sarcona, stephanie_sarcona@discovery.com, 516.551.8249 
Caryn Schlossberg, caryn_schlossberg@discovery.com, 917.273.5792 
 
Superjuice on behalf of Travel Channel:  
Lauren Kenyon, lkenyon@superjuiceco.com, 917.536.2117 
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